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Executive Summary 
 
On October 30th 2002, a  “ Forging Links “ Summit event was held in Moncton, New 
Brunswick.  The focus was on the voluntary sector and the potential for forming 
provincial, regional and local coalitions.  Over 58 participants, representing a number of 
geographical, linguistic and sub sectors were in attendance.  
 
The process used for this event was a participative / consultative approach, reflecting the 
need to initiate dialogue and to begin a longer-term process of collaboration and 
consultation.  Two keynote presentations provided participants with some concepts and 
frameworks for group discussions, followed by facilitated, small group discussions.  
 
PolicylinkNB as organizers of the event chose to assign participants to specific groups in 
order to maximize diversity and to achieve representation from across the voluntary 
sector.  A total of six tables were set up around the room, four English and two French.  
Each table was assigned a recorder and a facilitator. Participants remained in their 
assigned group for the entire forum.  The key for organizers was to maximize the 
feedback process from each table through facilitated discussion and to record 
participants’ input in as effective a manner as possible.  
 
Each group was asked to consider the same questions, which were strategically 
developed by the organizing committee for the event.  The questions were general in 
nature and allowed for an open discussion and brain-storming process. Facilitators helped 
participants understand the nature of the questions and then animated group discussion.  
Feedback was captured through notes and flip charts used at each table. The plenary 
sessions provided an opportunity for participants to hear what others felt about the same 
topics, and a large-group technique using coloured flash cards allowed a quick 
assessment of the sentiment in the room regarding proposed directions. 
 
The event was highly energized with a wide range of discussion and debate. In general 
there was a positive feeling amongst the participants and a desire to proceed with the 
opportunity to build supports for the voluntary sector in New Brunswick.  Highlights of 
the discussions have been synthesized as follows; 
 

1. Obviously, the status quo is not desired by any of the players at the event, so 
there is some appetite for change. 

 
2. An obvious first question for PolicyLink would address a proposed purpose 
for some larger network to pursue.  That should guide any subsequent action.  
Does PolicyLink have a clear enough idea from this forum to draft something for 
the sector’s reaction?  The three “purposes” (and associated objectives) outlined 
for creation of the Canadian Federation of Voluntary Sector Networks (CFVSN) 
would be a great starting point for a facilitated discussion with PolicyLink: 
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Ø Connection — share resources; promote collaboration and partnership; 
disseminate information; mobilize and consult 

Ø Cohesion — dialogue with other sectors; influence public policy; raise the 
profile of the sector; promote the value of the sector 

Ø Capacity — professional development and training; standards of practice; 
sustainability; accountability and governance 

 
3. A cursory and non-scientific review of participants comments re: the 
advantages to be gained from having such a network in New Brunswick, indicates 
considerable interest in the “connection” role, minimal interest in the “capacity” 
role, and moderate interest in the “cohesion” role. 

 
4. Participants indicated the desire for further consideration of existing efforts to 
address voluntary sector developmental needs.  However, considerable concern 
was expressed that “research” not take the place of action, or be used as an excuse 
for inaction. 

 
5. Francophone groups expressed particular concern about the need for such a 
body, in light of the human and financial resources required to create and 
maintain it.  As well, there is a clear concern (expressed, I believe, without any 
sign of malice) about their potential loss of voice (and place?) in such an 
endeavour, drowned in a sea of southern NB (Anglophone) issues and agenda.  
One phrase stood out for me in this regard: “Consideration of who we are and 
what each of us is capable of giving must be respected and recognized.” 

 
6.  Anglophone participants shared the concern about the resource requirement 
taxing an already burdened sector.  They had, in addition, many questions about 
the “how-to’s” of making such a network serve the voluntary sector.  They have 
an “action” orientation. 

 
7. If agreement can be found on the purpose, consideration has to be given to the 
question of membership, and whether the right groups are present at the table.  
The question of leadership is a critical one, for bundled up in it are notions of 
trust, credibility, capacity to manage, inclusivity, recognition of and respect for 
diversity, etc.  

 
8. Subsequently, the other important questions could be worked on by a smaller, 
representative group within PolicyLink, to produce a draft plan for broader 
consultation.  Several models need to be considered, and a preferred one might be 
indicated to the broader sector.  Starting with a larger, inclusive project was one 
suggestion.   
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1. Background  
 
Annette Vautour-MacKay, Executive Director of Moncton Volunteer Centre du 
Bénévolat Inc. and Chair of the “Voluntary Sector Committee” of PolicyLinkNB, 
welcomed participants.  She explained: “PolicyLinkNB began its formation in June 2000, 
with a group of New Brunswick Community Organization representatives requesting a 
meeting with a number of provincial and federal government departments.  In their 
collaboration, the group’s interest was to explore opportunities to develop a more 
collaborative relationship with government, support the engagement of citizens and 
enhance the capacity of the voluntary sector to input on public policy issues.  
PolicyLinkNB has evolved to represent a broad base of non-government and government 
leaders committed to a multi-sectoral engagement process both provincially and 
nationally.  Our co-sponsor is the Federal Government’s “Community Mobilization 
Program” which has generously supported us in making this event possible.” 
 
She described the Voluntary Sector Initiative, and informed participants that the Prime 
Minister has recently assigned a Minister responsible for the Voluntary Sector — the 
Honourable Sheila Copps. 
 
Anthony Knight, Executive Director of the NB Youth Council and Chair of 
PolicyLinkNB, described this event as a great opportunity to network for the Voluntary 
Sector. 
 
He described PolicyLinkNB’s goals to: 
 
1.  work with the sector for capacity building, e.g. holding workshops and        
      assisting organizations all across N.B. 
2.  inclusion and engagement – to build an inclusive community; tools are                         
      being developed 
3.  research activities – may include the financing of volunteer organizations 
4.  building a better policy package 
 
These goals have lead PolicyLinkNB to this forum that will possibly create a Coalition 
for the province, to recognize common ground and engender a common vision.   Anthony 
thanked Rick Hutchins and Donna Richard for organizing today’s event, thanked 
everyone for attending, and turned the rest of the day over to Rick. 

2. Process 
The process used for this event was a participative / consultative approach, reflecting the 
need to initiate dialogue and to begin a longer-term process of collaboration and 
consultation.  Two keynote presentations provided participants with some concepts and 
frameworks for group discussions, followed by facilitated, small group discussions.  
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Organizers of the event chose to assign participants to specific groups in order to 
maximize diversity and to achieve representation from across the voluntary sector.  A 
total of six tables were set up around the room, four English and two French.  Each table 
was assigned a recorder and a facilitator. Participants remained in their assigned group 
for the entire forum.  The key for organizers was to maximize the feedback process from 
each table through facilitated discussion and to record participants’ input in as effective a 
manner as possible.  
 
Each group was asked to consider the same questions, which were strategically 
developed by the organizing committee for the event.  The questions were general in 
nature and allowed for an open discussion and brain-storming process. Facilitators helped 
participants understand the nature of the questions and then animated group discussion.  
Feedback was captured through notes and flip charts used at each table. The plenary 
sessions provided an opportunity for participants to hear what others felt about the same 
topics, and a large-group technique using coloured flash cards allowed a quick 
assessment of the sentiment in the room regarding proposed directions. 

3. Presentations 

3.1 Elide Doiron 
Since 2002, Elide Doiron has been the Coordinator of “Families and Communities 
First” in the Péninsule acadienne.  He described the organization’s origins in 
December 2000, the May 2001 development of a five-year plan, the on-going 
challenges of job creation and the need to “think globally and act locally.” 

 
His pilot project has two approaches: Mobilization and Linkage: 
• reinforcing community capacity – bring together the community  
• mobilize and consult to have greater power locally 

 
Elide gave a definition of the “coalition” – basically the key to success is from the 
“ground up.”  “We want people to be interested in the well-being of their 
community; in general the integrated networks of services for all three levels. We 
have to create a new economic model – public, private and social economy.” 
 
“Families and Communities First” started with twelve people plus Elide; to date 
the initiative has 292 partners and there are twenty other projects being 
developed. 

 

3.2 Paula Speevak Sladowski 
Paula Speevak Sladowski - Centre for Voluntary Sector Research at the 
Universities of Carleton and Ottawa 
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Paula stated that the initiative to foster and encourage leadership in the volunteer 
and community sector is happening all across the country. 
 
Paula shared a short story with the participants about a Chamber of Commerce in 
Pennsylvania.  They had polled individuals from voluntary sector organizations to 
ask why they had joined the Chamber.  Most groups were smaller 
agencies/organizations and liked what the Chamber of Commerce offered; it was 
an opportunity for people to come together – the networking was incredible.  This 
group subsequently started a “Council of Charities” with tremendous success. 
 
The Federation: 
There are 14 emerging volunteer resource, cross-sectoral networks across Canada.  
The Canadian Federation of Voluntary Sector Networks has also emerged.   She 
described some of the challenges attached to creating a provincial body — what 
type of member can join; finding balance across sectors within the voluntary 
sector; establishing common goals; creating a level of trust; dealing with cynicism 
re: working with government; naming the organization; identifying our issues; 
etc. 
 
The Federation’s objectives include the following: 
• Raise the profile of the voluntary sector 
• Build the capacity of the voluntary sector 
• Provide a forum for the exchange of information and sharing of resources 
• Facilitate partnerships and promote collaboration 
• Have input into public policy 
• Create a cohesive voice to dialogue with other sectors 

 
Paula left us with a graphic illustration of the various roles such a network might 
play, depending on one or more of three “purposes” for its creation, namely 
connection, capacity, and cohesion  (See Appendix A “Voluntary Sector 
Networks”). 
 
Time constraints did not allow further exploration of the potential that was 
obvious in Paula’s presentation.  

 

4. Small Group Discussions 

How does the voluntary sector contribute to New Brunswick both 
socially and economically? 
 
To Individuals: 
• They keep us in touch with the real issues 
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• Being a volunteer can eliminate isolation; retired citizens often feel like they 
are still contributing to their communities; volunteers feel that they are valued 
in their community  

• A network for social support  
• Help and support increase the well-being of individuals 
• Allows those involved to become innovative:  the need to be creative is there, 

because of a lack of resources  
• The sector is colorful:  those involved are passionate about the issues 
• Personal growth: give something from ourselves to the community without 

expecting any monetary incentives  
• Gives a voice to under privileged/handicapped citizens that are sometimes not 

heard  
• Volunteers bring social and economic vitality, but we must not exhaust this 

precious resource – we need to use it sparingly 
• Cultivates skills and leadership 
 
 
To Communities: 
• A sense of strength and power given to members of the community 
• Brings communities together - the volunteers, the community and the 

government; joining with the business sector to make connections (using their 
stature, special skills)  

• Cohesion 
• Public education – give information back to the community 
• Tremendous amount of support to our citizens that would not be there from 

the government  
• Economically, the voluntary sector contributes to jobs in our community, but 

also educates and builds valuable work skills  
• Develops/nurtures young people 
• Enhances the community through family support  
• Communities looking after communities 
• Catalyst to mobilize important, new solutions - identify gaps and fill needs in 

community 
• Inclusion for everyone - provides mechanism for bringing different 

sectors/groups together - a catalyst/convener 
• Can threaten existing power structures 
• Focuses on the welfare of communities; sports and leisure sectors - without 

the volunteers they could not survive 
• Rural communities are often missing services and volunteers 
• In-kind supports – cuts down on cost; extension of public policy – delivery of 

cost-effective services 
• 20% of GDP 
• 12% of economic activity 
• Policy development – voluntary sector is at forefront 
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To Society 
• Embracing a cause and working together brings social change  
• Tries to be the voice of the people  
• Shows a more realistic view, closer to the people; they are in touch with the 

real issues  
• Many involved are unpaid  
• The voluntary sector can reveal the unjust policies and laws in society  
• Brings debates to the surface  
• Come to the rescue of government - some services would completely fall into 

government hands and due to lack of volunteers we would see an increase in 
suicides and exodus 

• Moral values and social conscience  
• Government still does not understand the large impact that volunteers have on 

society.  Our resources and our volunteers are stretched to the limit.  
• The Voluntary Sector is getting too technical, too many laws, too much 

insurance, and too much bureaucracy.  We sometimes have to prostitute our 
mandates to satisfy government requirements 

• Basis of a civil society 
• A very Canadian thing - backbone of Canadian identity 
• Pioneering, innovation and entrepreneurialism 
 
 

What are the potential advantages or benefits of a voluntary sector 
coalition/network for New Brunswick? 

 
Advantages: 
• Gaining the respect of other organizations 
• Understanding our differences in the sector, as well as finding out what we 

have in common 
• Networking with other groups - sharing resources and identifying gaps in 

information and services - learning and mentoring across voluntary 
organizations, sharing best practices, building training programs for sector 
staff/volunteers, becoming aware of other agencies’ services – better help 
clients 

• A network of volunteers 
• Cost savings – purchasing power; paper; insurance; internet 
• There could be financial gains (in grants, project proposals, funding, etc) 
• Research  
• Raising public awareness and public education on the benefits of the    

voluntary sector 
• Voice - stronger voice with the government – a grassroots voice 
• Advocacy and political power 
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• Preventing a duplication of efforts - take something then build on it 
• Capacity development, e.g. information technology capacity in the sector is 

low—sharing technical staff  
• Sounding board for frustrations  
• Broadening of our perspectives 
• Potential: address social problems and provincial coordination, “support in 

numbers” 
 
Disadvantages: 
• Would there be competition for funding? 
• How much time would we need to give to this coalition, and would it not be 

taking time away from our regional needs? 
• Communities have come across many linguistic barriers in the past (e.g. 

English and French) and do not think these barriers can be brought down. 
 
Discussions: 
• Need - Is there really a need to get together? We question the utility of having 

a coalition? 
• At what price? - Time, money, effort, etc. We have a hard time seeing how the 

advantages would outweigh the disadvantages.  Will our organizations suffer, 
due to the efforts needed in becoming involved? 

• Voice – How could any of us pretend to speak for any others? Would we all 
have the same voice? How can we agree on one voice, on who would 
represent us? 

• Direction - We need to understand where this will lead. 
• Representatives from different sectors/ regions (e.g. health, education) -

Resource targeted for the needs of the volunteers.  Each sector has expertise 
and represents the interests of people as well as the needs of their 
organization. 

• People are divided linguistically and by communities.  We need to regroup 
communities and organizations.  We need a connection between the groups – 
there are just too many and they are too widespread.   We need to use what 
resources are already in place to meet necessities.  We need to set an objective 
that all groups/organizations should be working on together. 

• Structure – the value will depend on the structure and purpose 
• Are we over-networked? 
• Potential inequities – size, influence 
• Local or Provincial coalition? 
• Chamber of Commerce model useful? 
• Caution – this requires an investment and a commitment to build 
• Challenge - communications with all the organizations that are partners 
• Convincing boards of volunteer organizations to commit staff time 
• This will take time—results not coming over night—might lose 

people/interest 
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• Passive members will hurt the success of a coalition – also need people with 
creativity/passion 

• How will governance work? 
• Has to build and maintain credibility—collaboration vs. confrontation 
• Potential “stealing” of ideas especially in competition for $$ 
• Finding a common message 

 

What steps need to be taken to organize a coalition network for the 
voluntary sector in New Brunswick?  

 
Groups were asked to briefly present their “first steps” to the plenary.  All participants 
were provided with green, yellow and red cards.  After each presentation, everyone was 
asked to indicate their support for the direction the group proposed to head in, by raising 
a green card if they were in full support of the plan, a yellow card if they liked the plan 
but wanted to express a caution or concern, or a red card if they could not support the 
plan at all.  They were then instructed to write a brief comment explaining their choice of 
colour, and these were collected, and follow the Proposed First Steps below. 

 
Group A  
“Before even considering a coalition network there are many concerns and 
questions”: 
  
• We must remember that the national language is different from provincial and 

regional.  We need a common language 
• Is a coalition what we are looking for? 
• Whatever it is we would need a simple & flexible structure 
• Tell us why we need one; we are not certain that we do.  Our volunteers and 

workers would have even more to do 
• More clarifications are needed, different models presented to us 
• We do not want to be dictated to 
• Can we have a voice that would represent us?  We are so diverse and there are 

so many of us (large and small organizations) 
• We would have to have focus on some common goal or cause 
• Are we ready to work together? 
• Consideration of who we are and what each of us is capable of giving must be 

respected and recognized 
 
1) Before even looking at a coalition, we need to have a common goal to come 

together on and to determine what we need (if, in fact, it is a coalition).  
Perhaps bring the voluntary sector together in an informal environment to set 
this goal. 

2) Present us with different models and ideas of what can work and how they 
work. 

3) Propose a structure for us. 
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Proposed first steps: 
1. Steps currently engaged in would be good for a broader group 
2. Identify the core leadership groups 
3. Identify all the stakeholders (do we just want to look at the non-profit 

sector?) 
 
Green/Yellow/Red Cards Comments  

 
The primary messages on Green cards (33) recognized: the cautious approach; 
the use of research to determine the needs of the sector and to consider the 
various models used elsewhere; the emphasis on inclusion and collective 
efforts. 
 
The Yellow cards (9) cautioned: who will take the lead?; concern about focus 
on “social sector” at the cost of the rest of the “volunteer” sector; identifying 
“who” the sector is, will require considerable resources; we need to focus on 
action; process of getting coalition off the ground too long; is there too much 
emphasis on structure? 
 
No Red cards. 

 
Group B  
• Identify who is going to facilitate the organization, clarify what the broad 

mandate is and identify common issues 
• Identify who will be in attendance for a follow-up meeting 
• Develop a mechanism for people and organizations to “come aboard” and 

have a good cross-sectoral representation (may take some time) 
• Ensure there are local links - a mechanism to work through existing networks 

in communities 
• Find out what the province of New Brunswick is thinking about with regards 

to the voluntary sector 
 

Proposed first steps: 
1. Identify who is going to clarify need  
2. Develop a mechanism for people to come aboard 
3. Have a good cross-sectoral representation and identify who is in 

attendance 
4.   Follow-up and ensure that there are local links and  
5.   Find out what the Province of N.B. is thinking regarding the voluntary 

sector. 
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Green/Yellow/Red Cards Comments  

 
The primary messages on Green cards (21) recognized: the need for broad-
based sectoral representation; inclusion; action orientation.  
 
The Yellow cards (15) expressed concern about having to wait for 
consideration of what government thinks about the sector, while others are 
calling for exactly this approach; the need for a bit more caution; is this only 
for the BIG voluntary organizations?; the need for goals to be set first. 
 
The sole Red card expressed disagreement with “Find out what the Province 
thinks!” 

 
Group C  
• Must identify the needs/ necessities of organizations and individuals 
• Must have consultations in each region - sensitive and must consult with each 

other 
• Forging links with already existing networks 
• Must be careful on linguistic, cultural issues (not hesitant about consulting 

francophones and other cultures) 
• Some sectors are already over worked, too many meetings, forums… Can a 

coalition assure us that our volunteers and sectors will not be even more 
burdened and stretched? 

• Will organizations have the resources/ financing necessary? 
• Is this a waste of energy trying to find the answer to this question, or on the 

other hand could a coalition render our services easier? 
• There is already enough research done  
• A coalition cannot do all the work 

 
Proposed first steps: 
1.  Volunteer sector and community is exhausted - coalition may have to be on 

an informal basis; and  
2. Already major networks in existence.  Have to be aware of linkages; 

essential to be at the table. 
 

Green/Yellow/Red Cards Comments  
 

The primary messages on Green cards (24) recognized: the need for 
sensitivity to existing structures; the need for consultations; allowance for 
informal linkages in a coalition; possibility of an informal structure. 
 
Yellow cards (12) expressed caution about: assuming the Anglophone sector 
has the structure that the Francophone sector has; getting bogged down; 
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 loss of interest over time if no concrete results; seeing the linguistic concern to 
the exclusion of others such as urban/rural. 

 
The Red cards (6) urged greater consideration of the need for a formal 
structure, as well as for greater inclusion of stakeholders.  
 

Group D  
• Let things come together through working on a project that everyone can learn 

from 
• A steering/exploratory committee should be formed to determine feasibility 
• Survey may not be the best litmus test — need to consult actively on best 

practices, and tailor to NB 
• A proposed structure or purpose ought to be proposed for people to react to, 

prior to asking them to join the organization 
• A project would help define relationships and provide a concrete action for the 

group 
• 211 concept is one example of what could be done for NB—value-added for 

the coalition (this is just one of many potential projects).  Other suggested 
projects included a community web-site, a voluntary-sector think-tank (similar 
to IMPACS), training for the sector 

• Cost? Government of Canada has $30 million set aside for volunteer sector 
• A great spring board (a project) to go from talk to action 
• Creates a forum for other new/big projects across the sector 

 
Proposed first steps: 
1. Choose a project to bring organizations together (e.g.  211 NB) 
2. Form an exploratory committee to determine the feasibility of a coalition 

(actively consult existing organizations) 
3. Broad inclusion and diversity 

 
Green/Yellow/Red Cards Comments  

 
The primary messages on Green cards (19) recognized: the attractiveness of a 
“project-approach”; potential to be very inclusive; strong consideration for the 
211 idea. 
 
The Yellow cards (18) cautioned putting the cart (project) before the horse 
(structure or vehicle); need for leadership to pull it off; caution about jumping 
onto the 211 idea without a careful look; who would identify the project?; 
how would we get agreement on a project to undertake, one that would 
include the whole sector? 
 
The sole Red card stated: “A phone number is not a good way for 
consultation.” 
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Group E  
• Be clear on what the core group will ask of others when creating coalition – 

message/vision = clear purpose 
• Make every effort – inclusion to tap into everyone 
• Urban vs. rural gap – diversity in broad sense, French/English language, age, 

culture 
• Website 
• Make sure that whatever we do is accessible (i.e. language, electronic web) 
• Needs to be about a concrete purpose: forming a website, newsletter, forming 

a survey 
• Need a common cause: a) privacy, b) liability insurance for boards,                

c) charitable/ tax receipts 
 

Proposed first steps: 
1. Find core leadership 
2. Create inclusive inventory 
3. Create a communication tool 
4. Survey inventory on common interests 
5. Create vision/mission for common interests 
6. Define issues 
7. Come back together 
8. Set up issue committees 

 
Green/Yellow/Red Cards Comments  

 
The primary messages on Green cards (17) recognized: the inclusiveness of 
the approach; a collaborative effort; core leadership good; clear steps in a 
plan.  
 
The considerable number of Yellow cards (25) expressed caution around: the 
need to first decide if we need a coalition rather than jumping into action; too 
many committees; too much to do, too complicated; magnitude of the survey; 
“sounds slow moving”; cumbersome. 
 
The Red cards (2) balked at the “complicated” approach and the resources 
required to make it happen. 

 
Group F  
• People need to be more convinced; need more information 
• Need to survey organizations 
• What is the purpose, what is the common ground?  To connect 
• Determine interest inventory of potential members 
• Determine leadership 
• Determine structure and models 
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• Is there one coalition or several; articulation for a common vision –  
• Mission 
• Determine purpose of specific projects/actions 
• Determine funding resources, example, perhaps get sponsorship from the 

Public sector 
• Determine process [local to provincial] 
• Sensitivity to inclusion of cultural/linguistic groups; social, economic, 

geographic 
• Comment :  As you progress locally, provincially, and federally usually fewer 

issues are agreed upon 
• Make sure the public sector is involved with the voluntary sector; great if you 

can accomplish this mixture 
• Important to get “roots” established in a small way; then broaden from there – 

gradually “build up,” start small, go slow and do well 
• Not enough “dialogue” between public and voluntary sector – take local 

council approach; multi-sectoral – become better advocates  
• Re: local approach – is there a common model or would local communities 

create the model? 
• Policy Link could be a “catalyst” – then have a Provincial virtual 

organization, strength would still be local 
• Look at existing models that operate at local level and somehow have a 

provincial forum 
 

Consensus on two [2] steps: 
• Clarity of purpose 
• Research 
 
Proposed first steps: 
1.   Research - for example, today’s conference; learning ways to proceed and 

look at different models of coalitions and networks and perhaps involve 
academic resources; we need to look at models that can operate on a 
Provincial level 

2.   Articulation of a vision, mission and purpose - where is the  “common 
ground”? – Doing some research and involving other processes.  Why do 
we want to come together? 

 
Green/Yellow/Red Cards Comments  

 
The primary messages on Green cards (29) recognized: the important first step 
of research or determining purpose (there was some division on this); concern 
not to spend too much time researching, while voices also express the need for 
caution.  
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The Yellow cards (10) expressed concern about spending too much time on 
research, or on vision and mission.   
 
The Red cards (2) indicated too much analysis, and the need for “positive 
action steps.” 

 

5.   Closing Remarks 
Annette Vautour-MacKay thanked both PolicyLinkNB and the Community 
Mobilization Program for making the forum possible.  She thanked everyone for 
attending and sharing ideas and information.   

 
Léo-Paul Pinet referred to Elide’s presentation highlighting the importance of the 
sector. One of the major challenges he sees is - What is our sector and what do we 
want to do collectively? 

 
Rick Hutchins explained that the entire day will be documented and hopefully 
what was said will be a foundation for the community. 

 
Rick thanked facilitators and recorders and gave a special thank you to Donna 
Richard, for administrative support. 

 
 

6.  Where to From Here? 
The following comments are taken from advice received at the event, or synthesized by 
the author from the notes and in conversation with others. 

 
1. Obviously, the status quo is not desired by any of the players at the event, so 
there is some appetite for change. 

 
2. An obvious first question for PolicyLink would address a proposed purpose 
for some larger network to pursue.  That should guide any subsequent action.  
Does PolicyLink have a clear enough idea from this forum to draft something for 
the sector’s reaction?  The three “purposes” (and associated objectives) outlined 
for creation of the Canadian Federation of Voluntary Sector Networks (CFVSN) 
would be a great starting point for a facilitated discussion with PolicyLink: 
Ø Connection — share resources; promote collaboration and partnership; 

disseminate information; mobilize and consult 
Ø Cohesion — dialogue with other sectors; influence public policy; raise the 

profile of the sector; promote the value of the sector 
Ø Capacity — professional development and training; standards of practice; 

sustainability; accountability and governance 
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3. A cursory and non-scientific review of participants comments re: the 
advantages to be gained from having such a network in New Brunswick, indicates 
considerable interest in the “connection” role, minimal interest in the “capacity” 
role, and moderate interest in the “cohesion” role. 

 
4. Participants indicated the desire for further consideration of existing efforts to 
address voluntary sector developmental needs.  However, considerable concern 
was expressed that “research” not take the place of action, or be used as an excuse 
for inaction. 

 
5. Francophone groups expressed particular concern about the need for such a 
body, in light of the human and financial resources required to create and 
maintain it.  As well, there is a clear concern (expressed, I believe, without any 
sign of malice) about their potential loss of voice (and place?) in such an 
endeavour, drowned in a sea of southern NB (Anglophone) issues and agenda.  
One phrase stood out for me in this regard: “Consideration of who we are and 
what each of us is capable of giving must be respected and recognized.” 

 
6.  Anglophone participants shared the concern about the resource requirement 
taxing an already burdened sector.  They had, in addition, many questions about 
the “how-to’s” of making such a network serve the voluntary sector.  They have 
an “action” orientation. 

 
7. If agreement can be found on the purpose, consideration has to be given to the 
question of membership, and whether the right groups are present at the table.  
The question of leadership is a critical one, for bundled up in it are notions of 
trust, credibility, capacity to manage, inclusivity, recognition of and respect for 
diversity, etc.  

 
8. Subsequently, the other important questions could be worked on by a smaller, 
representative group within PolicyLink, to produce a draft plan for broader 
consultation.  Several models need to be considered, and a preferred one might be 
indicated to the broader sector.  Starting with a larger, inclusive project was one 
suggestion.   
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Appendix B 
 

Canadian Federation of Voluntary Sector Networks - Feedback 
 
Questions: 
 

1. What would you consider to be the three greatest challenges faced by your organization 
in building your sector council / federation / coalition?  

 
 

2. Could you list three benefits that your council / federation / coalition offer to its members / 
participants?  

 
 

3. How do you financially sustain your coalition / council / federation. (re: membership, 
grants, combination)? 

 
 
Answers: 
 
(The Voluntary Sector Network – London, Ontario) 
 
1. Our greatest challenges have been to remain community driven and viewed as 
community owned, not aligned with one particular organization or sub sector. Our second 
challenge is funding in an ongoing sustainable way.  Our third challenge is connected to 
the second and that is staffing; as we grow our membership it becomes increasingly 
difficult to remain customer service oriented with only 2 staff, however, the financial 
resources are not there to increase our staff compliment to 3. 
 
2. The benefits we offer members include the cohesive voice piece; we have given 
feedback at a municipal level on volunteer background check costs, at a federal level to 
the VSI on the Accord, Codes of good practice on funding and policy development, the 
JRT on proposed Regulatory environment changes. Also members have access to our 
virtual volunteer ne twork that allows them to post volunteer opportunities, search 
volunteer profiles, track volunteers from recruitment through placement and evaluation, 
survey stakeholders through online surveying, perform program and organizational 
outcome measurement. Thirdly, we review relevant research and sectoral issues and 
provide the information in a condensed easy to read format for our members. 
 
3. We are currently funded in 2 streams; as a chamber like organization and as a virtual 
connector in community.  The virtual piece is funded by the Ontario Trillium Foundation 
solely with in kind contributions from our web developer.  The chamber piece is funded 
by the Ontario Trillium Foundation, HRDC, and has in kind contributions from the City 
of London, United Way, London Public Library and will have membership fees 
beginning in the new year. 
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(Coalition of Ontario Voluntary Organizations –COVO) 

1. a. The sheer size of the sector in Ontario and the complexity of dealing with 
organizations that are represented by sectoral associations/federations/coalitions as well 
as with organizations that have no "Ontario-wide" voice. This also leads to confusion 
with regard to distinctions between COVO and the other associations as well as the 
perception by some that membership in COVO creates "competition" with other member-
based organizations.  
    b. The diversity of interests and perspectives (multi-cultural, geographic, urban-rural 
(with many shades of each) reflected in an equally diverse approach to the voluntary 
sector.  
    c. Lack of awareness among many people and organizations that they are in fact a part 
of the voluntary sector.  

2. Since COVO is still developing its presence and reach, some of these benefits are also 
in the developing stage:  
    a. The opportunity to ident ify issues of common concern, discuss shared visions on the 
issues, and develop policy frameworks to address common concerns.  
    b. Communications links to resources, listservs; a newsletter that provides information 
to those on the mailing list; policy papers on issues such as federal and provincial 
legislative initiatives; bulletins on initiatives that the voluntary sector should be aware of.  
    c. Eventually, a presence at policy discussion tables across provincial ministries, 
including at the Finance and Management Board, as well as participation (through the 
Federation and the Forum) in similar discussions at the cross-Canada and Federal levels.  

3. Currently a combination of a core-operating grant from the Trillium Foundation 
(declining over 5 years) plus membership and services in kind. COVO is required to 
develop a sustainability plan for its major funder and is currently seeking alternative 
sources of funding.  

(Niagara College Community Leadership Centre) 
 
1.  Core Funding!! It doesn't seem to be anyone's responsibility to take care of the big 
picture of the voluntary sector.  This means we spend a lot time generating resources 
rather than supporting staff and volunteers. 
 
2. As the result of direction provided by voluntary organizations here in Niagara, our 
coalition has focused on delivering training and skill development, technology support, 
research, consulting etc....concrete services that build the capacity of the sector. 
Delivering these services means our Centre is in a position to provide informed feedback 
about the state of the sector. 
   
3. Key funding has been received from HRDC and for Industry Canada contracts. Other 
income includes Trillium Foundation, corporate sponsors, fees for services, brokering 
fees etc.  
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(Community Services Council  Newfoundland and Labrador) 
 
1. a. There was a real lack of information about the voluntary sector in this province.  
How many orgs? Scope of orgs? What kind of resources did they have? Where were they 
concentrated?  How many on-line?  etc.  This research had to be done before we could 
really start trying to "network" the sector.  (Thus, CSC's Values Added 
research/consultation project). 
 
  b. Geography/distance.  At least at the start-up, networking and coalition building takes 
some face-to-face meeting, relationship building.  This is a huge barrier, still, for 
relationship building with Labrador and remote areas of the island.  “Envision.ca” is 
great, our email database is great, but without $ for travel and meeting, it's hard to 
get folks to sign on and feel a part of what we are doing, of the "sector".  
  
   c.  Funds...few funders are interested in funding relationship building (meeting, travel, 
networking, conferences, etc) which is what the voluntary sector desperately needs at this 
point, to gel together and move forward collectively. 
 
2. a. A voice at the table.  CSC represents the voluntary sector, is a very well respected 
organization and has a good relationship with government.   
  
   b. Information sharing.  CSC gets information out to community groups on issues 
relevant to the sector, stirs discussion and debate.  A lot of groups would not have time to 
go seek out this info from many different sources, but will take time to read a weekly e-
newsletter from CSC that encapsulates (?) important issues, resources, events, etc. in one 
place.  CSC acts as kind of a clearinghouse for issues/information relevant to sector.   
“Envision.ca” plays a big part in this now. 
  
  c. Linkages to national initiatives.  We make sure that community groups know when 
Industry Canada is holding a consultation, or when VSI is coming to town, etc.  Or when 
opportunities for funding arise through national programs, etc. 
  
 d. Resources/capacity building.  CSC's Volunteer Centre offers these. This makes us a 
bit different from other coalitions.  The Volunteer Centre services do allow us 
opportunity to get some of the networking/coalition-building work done).  
 
3. Ah! the key problem.  CSC is not a membership-based organization.  There aren't 
funds allocated specifically to this kind of coalition/networking that CSC does.  We try to 
build it into other projects where possible (i.e. funds to get a newsletter out, etc).  WE 
could do the things listed above under your second question MORE and BETTER with 
funds allocated specifically to that purpose.  CSC sustains itself through a variety of 
means right now: research projects, other project grants, charitable donations, fees for 
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service, corporate support, small gov't grant, etc.  But we are very keen to secure funds 
specifically for the networking/coalition building work.   
 
 
(Social Planning Network NWT) 
 
1.  The three greatest challenges our Coalition faces in building itself into a sustainable 
and useful entity are:  the huge geographic distances in the North; the disparity among 33 
communities in terms of even having voluntary sector representatives/agencies, along 
with the significant cultural differences in how aboriginals and non-aboriginals perceive 
community/volunteer service (the aboriginal reference group did a great job with their 
video in explaining this); and little inherent capacity and no outside resources yet to 
actually do the work in building the coalition. 
  
2.  The two real benefits to members, so far, have been that the monthly meetings have 
given us a forum to come together and discuss mutual issues, compare notes, and develop 
coherent/joint strategies; we are seen and treated as a more powerful and influential voice 
than we were just as agencies singly.  I honestly can't think of a third benefit yet. 
  
3.  In terms of financial sustainability, we have motored along for over two years, without 
funds, with my capacity to book meeting rooms, do agendas, and produce minutes.  
Email was a big boon for distributing information and minutes.  We need more though, or 
we will not be able to keep this up. 
  
(Calgary Chamber of Voluntary Organizations) 

  
1. a. Staying the course.  We’ve been at this off and on for five years and are our planning 
group is losing energy.  Our community in two different consultations (with 130 
participants at each and held in 2000 and 2001), determined that they did not want 
government money as core funding.  This necessitates application for charitable status is 
we are to access corporate or foundation funding.  For the last year we have had one of 
Canada’s top nonprofit lawyers working on this (at some expense, I might add) and have 
gone nowhere.  We have just received a grant to hire a project manager for the next eight 
months and are hopeful that we will be able to reconnect with the community, reenergize, 
and put some of the business plan into an action agenda.   

  
   b. Trying to sustain the momentum with no staff resources. 

  
   c.  Emerging issues where a Chamber of Voluntary Organizations should have a voice 
i.e. the dissolution of Alberta Lottery Boards, extreme cuts in funding for children’s 
services, etc. and no mechanism to address the issues strategically. 

   
2. a.  A collective voice on critical issues based on good social policy research 

  
  b.  Training in policy development and advocacy 
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  c. A strengthened sense of sector with a centralized presence  
  
3.A diversified funding strategy – there are a number of interested Alberta Foundations 
who we believe would provide some core funding, earned revenue (training and other 
services), research grants, membership fees, etc. 
  
 (Voluntary Organizations Consortium of BC) 
  
1. Our 3 greatest challenges: 
    a.Taking the first risky steps, not knowing if there would be the organizational support for a   
      consortium. 
    b. Not knowing if there will be funding to sustain us. 
    c. Membership - who should be members. 
  
2. Benefits to members: 
    a.  Networking with others in the sector who are very different 
    b.  Access to information through a strong network. 
    c.  Possible future collaborative projects. 
  
3. Sustainability: 
    a. Membership fee - $75 per organization and $100 for founding members. This is our greatest                       
        challenge - other than membership fees we have no funding right now. 
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